PRESENTS

THE PUP LP-550

Tired of handwrapping? Shipping just a few pallets a day? Worried about your personnel because of safety concerns associated with handwrapping?

The PUP is the perfect answer to your medium-duty low volume application

THREE MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM:

550-M
Operator controls carriage up/down travel with selector switch throughout the wrap cycle.

550-SA
Includes top/bottom wrap timers and cycle start button so the operator can walk away while the load is being wrapped. The film carriage up travel is controlled by an adjustable limit switch that the operator needs to position properly prior to initiating cycle start.

550-SAP
Same as the 550-SA semi-automatic model except it includes the automatic load height sensor (photo-eye) that controls the film carriage up travel by automatically finding the top of the load and stopping the carriage in the proper location for pre-selected top wraps.

Built in North America with Brand Name Components.
The PUP LP-550 has Features & Benefits that Surpass the Competition.

- Affordable and simple with more standard features than any other pallet wrapper in this price range.
- A quality machine built with quality components and supported by a local qualified distributor.

We invite you to go online at www.cousinspackaging.com for more information or call your local distributor.

1 888 209 4344
**550 PUP - Medium Duty Low Profile Stretch Wrapper**

**Power Requirement:** 115V/1Ph/60 Hz/10A dedicated service

**Maximum Load Size:** 48" W x 48" L x 80" H
68" maximum load diagonal

**Maximum Load Weight:** 3,000lb dynamic/8,000lb static

**Turntable**
- 57" diameter 5/16" thick laser-cut steel plate
- 18 point turntable support system
- Turntable height 2-1/4" from floor
- Safety surround ring encloses turntable

**Turntable**
- 0 to 9 RPM rotational speed
- DC variable speed drive motor
- ANSI #50 direct chain drive

**Carriage Elevator**
- DC variable speed motor
- Belt lift
- 4 point "V" wheel guidance system

**Film Delivery System**
- Manual friction brake tensioning
- Standard 20" W x 10" Diameter roll (max)

**Control Features**
- Simple to operate
- Power ON/E STOP push/pull button
- Turntable JOG/RUN selector switch
- Film carriage LOWER/RAISE selector switch
- Top and Bottom Wrap Timers (550-SA & SAP only)
- Turntable Jog/Cycle Start Selector Switch (550-SA & SAP only)
- Automatic Load Height Sensor Photo-eye (550-SAP only)

**Other Features**
- Formed steel base construction
- Formed sheet metal tower
- 900lb estimated shipping weight

**Warranty**
- 3/5 years